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Syresham Parish Council 

Report on Meeting at Chesterton Community Hall, Wednesday March 
16th, 2016 

We were invited to attend along with PC and DC representatives for this Neighbourhood 
Development and Planning Roadshow.  The event was held at Chesterton Community Hall, 
near Bicester, Oxfordshire. There were representatives from Oxfordshire, Northamptonshire 
and Warwickshire and others there too.  The day was co-sponsored and hosted by 
Oxfordshire Community First along with CPRE, ACRE and other associated organisations and 
was heavily supported by Oxfordshire South and Vale of White Horse DCs. 

I went along really only to listen and not necessarily to formulate any view on taking future 
action.  We have already undertaken a lot of work in producing our VDS, and it is 
questionable that we need to do more.   

An officer from ACRE Northants complimented me on the excellence of our VDS.  I spoke in 
a Q&A session about how we had used it along with SNC support etc. to defeat the Abbey 
Road planning appeal.  There was quite a lot of interest in what we had achieved. 

We were asked who had already got a NDP (Neighbourhood Development Plan) in place, (a 
large number indicated so or who were working towards one).  I was in a minority of two or 
three who indicated unlikely to be producing one! 

Presentations are available electronically and have been filed with the Clerk for future 
reference in case we need to go down this route. 

Presentations included:- 

Neighbourhood Plans and the Planning System – delivered by an Official at DCLG – this 
outlined what we know about Localism, the Act and the development of Neighbourhood 
and Local Plans.  Govt is keen to see this approach expand. There are already many 
thousands of NDPs in place, and more in the pipeline. They’re supported by NP Champions 
who can help and advise on making progress.  The speaker was a last minute replacement 
and rather difficult to follow.  The focus was on engagement with the whole community and 
use of the various models. 

Grants for developing NDPs are available, £9,000 with possibility of an extra £6,000 in more 
challenging cases.  Toolkits and support are available. Network of 130 NP Champions 
accessible for support if required.  Costs were not seen as a problem.  Much hard work is 
involved, best to find a way to attract a support team, e.g. offer free food/attractions for an 
options exhibition/meeting(s) to sign up a few interested parties? 

Optimum target for LPAs is to have as much planning as is possible and relevant devolved to 
PC level and that almost all plannning will be therefore be determined at PC level.  

Essential to carry the electorate with you, engage as often as is necessary. The plan is a 
COMMUNITY plan not just that of the PC. Community ownership is important. 
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Do we need to go there?  If not why not? If Yes, why and how?  Identify pitfalls and 
benefits? 

Challenges include finding and bringing together skill sets, expertise, knowledge, willingness 
to contribute, learn and to develop thinking. 

Need to relate a good story in setting out proposals.  Special aspects, visions, objectives, 
distinctiveness are all factors worthy of consideration. 

Q&A 1 

 Costs and grants,  

 Overcome apathy towards involvement, retain interest over a long period of time. 

 Countering development creep 

 NDP vs PP, vs VDS? 

 Better use of CIL with focus to resolve a particuar project 

 Look back at previous NDPs and examine comments 

 Potential for joint parish working? 

 Need to fast track? 

 Taking a more holistic approach 

 What might there be in FAIS document that we still need to achieve? 

Two case study presentations made from villages in S Oxon area.  successful 
implementation which brought greater levels of support from the community than 
anticiated.  Previously much opposition to expansion.    ALso discovered new ways of 
developing which brought specific benefits, removed unwelcome and unwanted blights on 
the landscape. 

Why go there? 

Positives:  VDS is not statutory; It has no legal status although will be taken into 
acocunt; if we have no NP then we may be less able to resist new challenges; we could be 
better placed to estballish an overll vision for the village incljuding attraction of business, 
improvement in facilities and services etc 

Negatives: will involve a lot of work, challenge of getting local interest, commitment and 
involvement; need active support of SNC;  revisit previous appraisals of village services and 
facilites;  

What might we want to do? 

Can we identify medium to long-term visions around say leisure, green spaces, community 
facilities, other acceptable development which could bring a beneficial pay off, e.g. street 
lighting, improved traffic flow, village green, business development? 
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What might be the costs? 

Difficult to say, but we’d have to have an idea of exactly how much work was needed, any 
specific costs.  Publicity, communications, printing and admin costs etc., would need to be 
identified.  Case studies used a dedicated website, email system and several community 
events.  Another example provided free food (Curry evening, Pizza Nights etc.) as the lure to 
get the community involved.  Grant is available. 

What would it involve? 

 Brainstorming and involving the community 

 Preliminary discussions with SNC 

 Finding people to do the work 

 Regular dialogue with villagers, SNC etc., looking for expertise 

 Consultative events 

 Referendum on final project leading to examination and report back from SNC and 
DCLG? 

Possible options? 

 Wappenham Road old Quarry site - limited light business use? Youth activity 
provision?  

 Patterson's field on Main Road - it is an eyesore, can we find something that will 
tidy it up, make acceptable use of it and complete the square by using the last 'infill' 
area?  What use could it be put to - leisure, children's facilities, added facility for the 
school? 

 How can we ensure that Abbey Road isn't revisited?  Does the TPO and the 'living 
memorial' carry sufficient weight to guarantee that it will not be the subject of 
ffuture planning?  If it were and access was from Main Road, what might we be 
prepared to accept and what could be the pay off? 

I am not making any specific suggestions here, a bit of crystal ball gazing, but maybe we 
need to look for something with greater statutory clout to set out how we might want to 
proceed over the next decade? 

 

Case study example:-  
http://www.southoxon.gov.uk/sites/default/files/Woodcote%20Submission%20Plan.pdf  

 

We would probably not want to move forward on it if at all, until the VH project had moved 
considerably further forward. 

 

ID, March 17th 2016 

http://www.southoxon.gov.uk/sites/default/files/Woodcote%20Submission%20Plan.pdf

